
Fong et al.'s 'Bear-with-me', CHI’13 (April 2013) 

What: Enables a mobile, tangible, bi-directional, real-time exchange of emotional 
pings or “hugs” and “pats” 

How: Detects squeezes, touches, and motion using tri-axis and capacitance sensors 
and LEDs hidden in the bear and an Arduino microcontroller and wi-fi shield 
hidden a cloth backpack worn by the bear. Twitter was used to exchange information.    

Who: Adults, Adults and Children  

Feedback: Smaller, more transportable 
Different interaction modes (change brightness or color of heart glow based on strength or duration of hug)
Gamification (e.g. if hug reciprocated within 2 minutes, additional notification sent) 

Next Steps: Explore temporal sharing of tangible interactions through motion (real-time feedback when significant other 
is playing or moving around the bear) 

Different interaction modes 

https://doi.org/10.1145/2468356.2468537


The Sensing Beds

What: The Sensing Beds domesticate communications devices by placing 
them in the bedroom. The beds mediate between two romantic 
partners who are not co-located by sensing body position in 
each bed and using a grid of small heating pads to warm the 
congruent points in the other bed. 

How: The bed senses the body position of one person and transmits 
warmth to congruent parts of the lovers’ bed.

Who: Intended for romantic couples who are not co-located.

What do they communicate: connection between couples while both are 
in bed. Each sleeper feels the warmth of the absent partner. 

How do they communicate: Temperature, Movement, Position, Location 

What makes it special: the bed is an intimate setting for couples that each 
partner visits every night

http://www.confectious.net/writing/SensingBeds.pdf


Warmth and Affection: Exploring Thermal Sensation in the Design of 
Parent-Child Distant Interaction
What: A wearable prototype for parent-child remote communication 

that explored warmth as a metaphor for affection.

How: We designed a wearable technology that can evoke the sensation 
of subtle movements next to our skin. The system 
comprises a pair of devices; one (tangible input device) is for a 
parent to send tactile information to a child, and the other 
(wearable output device) is for the child to receive the messages.

The prototype was built with soft circuits using conductive thread and small mobile programmable computers. 
Focusing on thermal sensation, we modified the wearable communication system framed within the context of 
somaesthetics (a Peltier thermoelectric heat pump) for more expressive tactile interaction in remote communication 
between parent and child.

Who: Parents and their children

What do they communicate: warmth, affection, love, a way to notify children, disciplinary notes

How do they communicate: temperature, unidirectional communication (only parent can send warmth to child)

What makes it special: in the study, children positively reacted to warmth cues mostly experiencing the communication as loving 
attention, playfulness and a disciplinary note

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-39513-5_1
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-39513-5_1


Biosignal sharing for affective connectedness

What: Two wearable systems called WearBEAT and WearBREATH.  WearBEAT is a body sound 
sharing device and WearBREATH is a breathing movement sharing device.

How: Each of the devices consists of two different parts, an input and an output. Both persons 
can wear each device, an input device to measure his/her own biosignal, and an 
output device that actuates the linked biosignal from the remote person.

Who: Target user relationship is between father and child.

What do they communicate: physical connectedness

How do they communicate: through personalized biosignals - specifically heart rate and 
breathing

What makes it special: participants felt intimate connections with their partners because they 
were sharing real time biometric data that they were physically sensing through the 
bracelets. Some participants questioned if the biosignals were live. 

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/2559206.2581345


Gustbowl: Technology Supporting Affective Communication through 
Routine Ritual Interactions
What: A study concerning intimate relationships of a different kind comes 

from a group of students motivated by the routine of emptying 
their pockets of coins and keys when arriving home. They recall that
the clanging of keys on the table is often followed by the cry “Mom, 
I’m home”. The researchers exploit the association between the 
clang of keys and the arrival call to create the Gustbowl.

How: When items are thrown into the Gustbowl, the bowl wobbles and takes a picture of the items. The picture and the 
movement are transmitted over the Internet to an identical bowl that wobbles and receives the picture.

Who: The Gustbowl is intended to support the strong-tie relationship between mother and grown-up son. It is non-verbal, 
using pictures and sounds to trigger meaning from established routines and behaviors.

What do they communicate: a “Gust of Presence”, similar to saying “Mom, I’m Home!” Reassuring. 

How do they communicate: sound, pictures, and movement, bi-directional communication (between parent and grown child)

What makes it special: It’s a non-invasive form of communication. The mother gets an idea of what is happening with her son 
without having to do anything and feels reassured. On the son’s side, the act of throwing things in a bowl is a 
routine act that doesn’t invade his daily ritual.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221517330_Gustbowl_technology_supporting_affective_communication_through_routine_ritual_interactions
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221517330_Gustbowl_technology_supporting_affective_communication_through_routine_ritual_interactions


World’s First Wearable Humanoid Robot that  Augments Our Emotions

What: A conceptually novel approach to reinforcing 
(intensifying) own feelings and reproducing 
(simulating) the emotions felt by the partner 
during online communication through wearable 
humanoid robot. You can send or receive 9 
emotions including; anger, disgust, fear, guilt, 
interest, joy, sadness, shame, and surprise.

How: The core component - Affect Analysis Model -  automatically recognizes nine emotions from text. The detected emotion is 
stimulated by innovative haptic devices integrated into the robot.

Who: Adults, Adults and Children

What do they communicate: Users able to perceive partner’s emotions and feel empathy 

How do they communicate: haptic devices simulate partner’s heartbeats, hugs, tickles, shivers, anger, “butterfly stomach”

What makes it special: Preliminary observations revealed devices are capable of influencing on our emotional state intensively. 
Users were captivated by chatting and simultaneously experiencing emotional arousal caused by affective haptic 
devices.

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1785463


Intimate Objects

What: This article had two sketches for ideas that I found interesting. One was the Love 
Egg which enables leaving of intimate messages. The second was a hand holding 
device that simulates the warm touch of holding hands.

How: Love Egg - one member of a couple can pick it up and speak into the small end of 
the egg, before returning it to the dish. Doing so transmits the message to the dish, 
which in turn transmits it over the internet to the other egg.  This egg then begins to roll around in the concave dish: 
when the egg is held to the lover’s ear, the message plays from the large end of the egg. 

Hand Holding device - one member of a couple puts 
their hand into their (customized) handprint.  Their 
significant other’s handprint lights up and starts to 
pulse in rhythm with the first user’s heartbeat.  
When both have their hands in the handprints, a 
small heater warms the device, in an attempt to 
simulate the body heat of the other.

Who: Couples

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/inanimate


Beyond the Screen: Creating Unconventional Artifacts to Support 
Long-Distance Relationships
What: Connected Candles. Each partner in the LDR has an identical setup. One 

partner lights the real candle on their setup, which turns on the LED 
candle on their partner’s setup. Setup has a space in the middle to 
place an object or memento that reminds the user of their partner.

Who: Couples in long-distance relationships

Why: Existing communication channels (e.g. phone call, video chat, texting, 
instant messaging, e-mail, social networking) mostly just focus on 
exchanging “explicit information,” doesn’t really facilitate exchange of 
“emotional and subtle communication needed for close relationships”

What do they communicate: Their partner’s presence from a distance

How do they communicate: Two-way communication via candle lighting

https://www.igi-global.com/gateway/article/full-text-html/237172
https://www.igi-global.com/gateway/article/full-text-html/237172


TimelyPresent: Connecting families across continents

What: TimelyPresent. A device that allows families separated by long distance and 
time zones to send media “gifts” to each other asynchronously. System 
incorporates a delay in receiving messages and does not allow the sender to 
view the gift once sent to mimic the act of sending a physical present 
through the mail. “Look Again” function allows recipient to look at the gifts 
they’ve received again and reflect on them. 

Who: “three-generation families, where one or more members are separated by 
large distances and hence awkward time differences”

Why: “The objective was to make a very simple to use device with which families 
could create gifts with special meaning to stimulate conversation and to act 
as long lasting keepsakes for reflection.” Making sending and receiving 
multimedia messages special by utilizing the metaphor of a present.

What do they communicate: Messages topics: Doing things (demonstration), Simple message (I’ve been thinking about you), 
Things I've done (diary), Requests for action

How do they communicate: Asynchronous video messages

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1071581913000608


Mediating intimacy in long-distance relationships using kiss messaging

What: Kissenger. “an interactive device that provides a physical interface for transmitting 
a kiss between two remotely connected people. Each device is paired with another 
and the amount of force and shape of the kiss by the user is sensed and transmitted 
to another device that is replicated using actuators.”

Who: Couples in long-distance relationships

Why: Existing remote communication technologies do not afford more intimate 
interactions, couples miss the tangible interactions with their partners

What do they communicate: Kisses, intimacy

How do they communicate: Haptics, bi-directional communication, force sensors to sense a kiss input, servos to actuate a kiss 
output

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1071581914000718


Technology-Mediated Relationship Maintenance in Romantic 
Long-Distance Relationships: An Autoethnographical Research through 
Design (Pt. 1)

What: BeenThere: A desk setup in both partners’ spaces that 
allows the other partner to “visit.” Allows a partner to 
see their partner’s space through a camera for a short 
period of time. The light remains on after the “visit” 
to let their partner know that they visited.

OurChannel: Boxes with light switches that allow each 
partner to see if the lights are on in the other person’s 
space and control their lights remotely.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true


Technology-Mediated Relationship Maintenance in Romantic 
Long-Distance Relationships: An Autoethnographical Research through 
Design (Pt. 2)

What: RemoteFeeder: A remote pet feeding device. Food 
dispenser is kept in one partner’s space and the other 
partner keeps the feeding bowl. When the pet 
scratches at its food bowl, the partner with the 
feeding bowl tips the bowl, which triggers the food 
dispenser to dispense food for the pet.

SwitchU: A pair of robotic arms. When one partner 
moves their robotic arm, the other partner’s robotic 
arm moves in the same way. The motions can be 
recorded and the arm can be “taught” to perform an 
action on a home appliance (e.g. water kettle).

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true


Technology-Mediated Relationship Maintenance in Romantic 
Long-Distance Relationships: An Autoethnographical Research through 
Design (Pt. 3)

Who: Couples in long-distance relationships

Why: “The objective of the present paper is to explore technology-mediated ways to empower practices of mutual caring for 
LDRs”

What do they communicate:
BeenThere: A partner “visiting” the other partner’s space without physically being there, letting their partner know that 

they “visited”
OurChannel: Whether the lights are on in their partner’s space and whether they are at home or not
RemoteFeeder: Mutual caring, sharing responsibility over a pet
SwitchU: The partner’s presence, mutual caring via operating appliances for the other partner

How do they communicate:
BeenThere: Asynchronous communication, monitor, webcam, lamp, switch with a chain
OurChannel: Synchronous communication, lights, light switches
RemoteFeeder: Synchronous communication, input from hungry pet, feeding bowl motion dispenses food
SwitchU: Synchronous communication, robotic arms that copy each other’s movements

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07370024.2017.1401927?needAccess=true


How Effective Technologies can Influence Intimate Interactions and 
Improve Social Connections
What: This article examined how emoticons can be used to 

enhance social connectedness among college aged 
individuals, (E.1 = 46 in total 23m 23f/ E.2= 34 in total 
17m 17f median age is about 23).

How: This article communicated it’s points by testing two 
hypothesis. First, that more communication with use of 
emoticons could enhance social connectedness. 
Second, this would be inhibited by automating the use 
of emoticons vs. having these emoticons intentionally 
communicated by a person on the other end. 

Who: This generally was aimed at supporting college-aged 
individuals who were in attendance at the institution of 
the study. 

Why? To test hypothesis, in order to see the ways in which 
emoticons could be seen as displays of affection or 
potentially even as reinforcing and influencing 
interactions and improve social connectedness. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1071581913001316
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1071581913001316


Envisioning the future for older adults: Autonomy, health, well-being, and 
social-connectedness with technology support
What: As demographics and realities change (healthcare model, 

personal needs, familiarity with technology, etc.), the needs 
of older adults are also changing. One thing is certain: that 
autonomy will still be of value to older adults. 

How: Some suggested technology includes: robots that help with tasks 
related to independence including meal preparation, 
ordering meals, teleconference style dinners, monitoring 
physical health through precise measuring during exercises, 
robotic walkers that are safe across various settings and 
promote independence, rideshare booking, autonomous 
vehicles, holographic teleprompters that provide audio, 
visual, olfactory, and haptic feedback for visits, touch 
transmission technology that allows for remote physical 
therapy, etc. 

Who: These speculative devices are aimed at future older adults over 
65 in 2050.  

Why? To effectively put forethought into the futures and issues older 
people currently have and how older people in the future 
might benefit from the application and development of 
technology. 

This is not as speculative, but demonstrates how technology 
can be used in aiding health outcomes for older adults

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0016328715300094
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0016328715300094
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ty83xXOt3dY


Effect on Social Connectedness and Stress Levels by Using a Huggable 
Interface in Remote Connection 
What: Affective communication technology is meant to convey 

emotions, allowing us to strengthen intimate bonds or 
connections and improve well-being. 

How: This experiment used a huggable cushion as well as a 
screen interface with a graphical representation of the 
cushion. While watching movies, participants were 
given the option to express happiness, fear, sadness, 
and amusement. 

Who: 8 males and their choice of someone they have a “close” 
relationship with. average age was about 28 

Why? To assess biometric data to observe whether using the 
cushion or screen interface with the graphical 
representation of the cushion affect stress levels. It did 
in both instances compared to baseline data taken 
when the cushion or the screen were off. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8925457
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8925457


Designing to Support Social Connectedness: The Case of SnowGlobe

What: The SnowGlobe which is a Social Awareness system. 

How: SnowGlobes are placed in two people’s living rooms and 
support interpersonal awareness by communicating 
each others’ movements. They can nudge by shaking a 
SnowGlobe causing the corresponding SnowGlobe to 
blink. 

Who: 12 seniors were participants in this study

Why? To see the effects on social connectedness. 11/12 
participants mentioned the SnowGlobe positively 
contributed to their social communication, whereas 
one participant reported negative consequences. 

http://www.ijdesign.org/index.php/IJDesign/article/viewFile/710/358


Can Digital Technology Enhance Social Connectedness Among Older 
Adults? A Feasibility Study
What: Technology can create opportunities for social 

connectedness helping alleviate social isolation and 
loneliness. As such, an accessible communication app 
to enhance social connectedness was created and 
tested in a retirement home. 

How: Pre, mid, and post analysis of app usage. Pre- individual 
training and administration of social support and 
loneliness assessment, and a semi-structured interview. 
Mid- reassess and semi-structured interviews. 
Post-deployment- repeat scales, semi-structured 
interview with participants and relatives as well as 
usability testing. This app allowed for waving, video 
chat and messaging, audio messaging, and sharing 
pictures with a more accessible screen layout. 

Who: 13 people: 4 males, 8 females.74-95 years old averaging at 
82.5.

Why? To help alleviate social isolation and loneliness

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0733464817741369
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0733464817741369


StudioBRIDGE: using group, location, and event information to bridge 
online and offline encounters for co-located learning groups

What:       The boundaries of the remote and the collocated by presenting a prototype for an ambient runner support 
     system that enables on-site supporters to send three types of signals to runners during a race. 

How:         Runners can send signals back to supporters. This way, the system extends the social support provided by the 
     runners’ friends and families into the race day and supports community interaction on the site of a running race.

Who:        Friends and families

https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/1054972.1055048
https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/1054972.1055048


Audio-Enhanced Paper Photos: Encouraging Social Interaction at Age 105
What:       An interactive photo album for collocated photo sharing activities by using audio and digital pen.      

How:         TAP & PLAY authoring toolkit [33] to help the family create a custom interactive photo album. TAP & PLAY runs on a 
     Livescribe1 digital pen. This digital pen has a built in microphone and speaker that allows users to record and 

replay 
     audio. TAP & PLAY provides a pen-based interface for linking custom audio recordings to regions of paper printed 
     with a special dot pattern recognized by the Livescribe pen.

Who:        Elderly and family

https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/2441776.2441802


Electric Agents: Fostering Sibling Joint Media Engagement Through 
Interactive Television and Augmented Reality

What:      Supporting shared experiences and promoting joint media engagement by amplifying traditional educational TV 
with cooperative augmented reality.

How:     A single play mechanic that combined word collection and word return while viewing. Every time Manny interrupted 
    the viewing by stealing a word, children were prompted to both collect and return the correct word. The goal was to 
    create a more balanced experience by spreading out the excitement for capturing balls across the viewing session 
    more evenly.

Who:     Children

https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/2441776.2441803
https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/2441776.2441803


Conversation Clock: Visualizing audio patterns in co-located groups

What:       Social mirroring systems, Conversation Clock, displays individual contribution via audio input and provides a 
                  corresponding social mirror over the course of interaction. 

How:         Their ‘Conversation Clock’ aims to increase awareness of who is talking and when in a 
     group, helping them to reflect on and balance the conversation dynamics. Social mirrors provide insight into the 

                  participants’ culture and status. Rules of culture and language define the meaning of interaction as it progresses. 
                  Each conversation, meeting, and interaction share similarities, but ultimately the social mirror must be viewed in 
                  the social context to make sense.

Who:      Adults

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/4076529


WAKEY: Assisting Parent-child Communication for Better Morning 
Routines

What:    WAKEY is a system for children and their parents, consisting of a tablet computer app and interactive toys and tags

How:    WAKEY comprises two types of operation: real-time interaction and scheduling. The real-time interaction gives 
   parents different methods (e.g. music, speaking) and phrases (e.g. “Can we get up earlier tomorrow?”) to help   
   them convince their child to make promises regarding their morning routine and then to efficiently carry out this 
   routine. The scheduling function can be adjusted by parents to suit their child’s level of development, so that the 
   WAKEY toy effectively helps the child carry out their morning tasks, such as waking up, getting washed, getting 
   dressed, and eating breakfast. The WAKEY toy can be seen as a children’s friend, there to encourage and remind 
   them to carry out their tasks and help parents to raise children with good habits.

Who:    Parents and kids

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/2998181.2998233
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/2998181.2998233


Jokebox: Coordinating Shared Encounters in Public Spaces

What:    Jokebox is a set of two wirelessly interconnected installation that invite people to push a button simultaneously on   
   both devices to hear a joke as a reward 

How:     Jokebox attracts passers-by and provide an opportunity for them to engage with both the installation and each 
   other. Jokebox enables a synchronous face-to-face interaction, where both input and output are situated at the 
   same place and time.

Who:    strangers

https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/2818048.2835203


Musical Embrace: Exploring Social Awkwardness in Digital Games

What:    Musical Embrace is a game controller in form of a pillow designed to be hugged by two users   
   simultaneously. Inside the pillow, there is a Wii Balance Board detecting the pressure created by the 
   users hugging the controller collaboratively.

How:     Players must collaboratively apply strong pressure to a suspended pillow-like controller, using only their 
   torsos, in order to move through a virtual play environment. By applying pressure to the four corners of 
   the pillow, the players navigate from destination to destination, hearing different sounds when they get 
   closer. By applying different pressure intensities, players determine the speed at which they travel. The  
   objective is to navigate to as many sound sources as quickly as possible. 

Who:    Everyone

https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/2493432.2493518


Mood Squeezer: Lightening up the Workplace through Playful and 
Lightweight Interactions

What:    Mood Squeezer consists of custom-made Squeeze Boxes, public input devices with six squeezable balls of different     
   colors, digital floor displays and a web page. An aggregate output of all the squeezes by different users was  
   mirrored on a custom-made floor display in the office building where Mood Squeezer was set up

How:    „SqueezeBox‟ comprising a row of colored balls (see Figure 2a) that could record people‟s moods. When people 
   from different floors squeeze a ball, the color of that ball appears on the digital floor display for everyone to see. A 
   large number of people continued to squeeze the balls, sometimes several times a day, over the course of the 
   study. Their moods changed as reflected by the colors they selected. Many conversations about the installation 
   inside and outside of the building were observed, that included a range of both positive and negative comments

Who:    Everyone

https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/2675133.2675170
https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/2675133.2675170


Pass-Them-Around: Collaborative Use of Mobile Phones for Photo Sharing

What:    Pass-them-around is a mobile application for photo sharing in a collocated group, using wireless personal area  
   network for sending messages between devices, accelerometer for detecting interactions of one user, and radio 
   tracking to detect other users’ positions.

How:    To allow a small group of collocated people to first individually browse their collections of photos and then 
   collectively share photos as a group on any table surface. The prototype was implemented in C++ on top of the Qt 
   4.6 software framework with optional OpenGL ES 2.0 rendering used for user interface graphics. Using OpenGL 
   allowed applying fluid animations for moving, rotating and zooming the photos. In order to display events across 
   different devices, the devices’ clocks were synchronized. 

Who:     Everyone

Video: https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/1978942.1979201

https://dl-acm-org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/doi/pdf/10.1145/1978942.1979201
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/1978942.1979201


The Hug Belt

What: It’s a wrap-around belly band that allows the person wearing it to feel a baby move and kick in utero, right alongside a 
pregnant mom. 

How: The Hug Belt actually consists of two bands. The first one is worn by mom and uses electronic sensors to safely detect 
signals of the babies’ movement inside the womb. The signals are then transferred to the second band which 
replicates in real time every kick and move a baby makes – in the exact location where the baby makes them. A light 
also illuminates so the wearer can see as well as feel the movement.

Who: Mothers and women who can’t conceive a child

https://www.huggies.com/en-us/why-huggies/hug-belt


High-Level Themes

Themes Examples

Daily routine Bear-With-Me, Sensing Beds, Gustbowl, Remote 
Feeder, SwitchU, speculative robots and vehicles

Two-way interaction Sensing Beds, Gustbowl, Biosignal Sharing, Wearable 
Humanoid Robot, 

Intimate relationships Sensing Beds, Warmth and Affection, Biosignal 
Sharing, Gustbowl, intimate objects, Wearable 
Humanoid Robot, emoticons,

Transportable Bear-With-Me, Warmth and Affection, Biosignal 
Sharing, Wearable Humanoid Robot

Multiple Forms of Communication Huggable cushions, Snow globes, accessibility for 
different audiences/needs


